Stronger Than You Really Think

By Christian Tiongson

The world just stopped and nods you off
Like a small rough fall that is not so soft
Like a steady gray rain that won't go away
Like a hurtful phrase that kills with no say.

The night sometimes blackens without any light
Keeping you stranded with little hope in sight.
The faithful North Star may not guide your way
Its so dang hard to smile on this bad, sad day.

But sometimes the world spins because it just can
Leaving you dizzy and buried in the cold, grainy sand.
Even when your heart stops beating with life in the blink
You will always be stronger than you really think.

Like a drive in the spring time in a pretty warm day
You will always hit a pothole on your merry way.
Like a run around the Charles while pushing for eight
You will always feel some pain even right out of the gate.

But sometimes life throws you curveballs at its very best
Or put you behind and overshadowed by the rest
Even when you're lost and hope is down the sink
You will always... Always... Be stronger than you really think.

You still got what it takes even with rain on your way
Because I know you're here even when you're far away.
Even when this event is history all in red ink
You will always be stronger than you really think.
You will always be stronger than you really think!